What Is A Grommet?

A Grommet is an innovative, unique product that is created by a Maker with a story to tell. Often a Grommet is new to market or has not yet been broadly discovered. When we choose Grommets, they are ready to find a wider audience and our product launch platform gives them the amplification and attention they deserve.

Grommets range from everyday problem solvers to on-trend accessories, tech & gadgets and everything in between.

All of our products are built to be highly engaging, useful and eye-catching promotional vehicles.

This is the place to find true innovation that your clients can use to differentiate their brand more effectively.
SoberDough

- Make artisan quality bread easily and in your own home with SoberDough. Just add a 12 ounce beer of your choice to this kit
- Prepare in 5 minutes, bake for less than an hour and enjoy
- Made in the USA
- Most popular flavor – Green Chile Cheddar

MOQ – 50
Starting at $6.45
MSRP $8.95
Set Up $35.00
Lead Time – 2 weeks
**Cactus Scratcher**

- A personal back scratcher that lets you reach any itch without stretching or straining.

- One side has wider spikes for gentler scratching. The other has pointier spikes for a more aggressive, exfoliating approach.

- Made with durable ABS plastic and nylon straps

---

**MOQ - 150**
Starting at $7.75
MSRP - $12.99
Set Up $0.00
Lead Time – 5 weeks
The Double Pen Quivers wrap around the front cover of your hardcover notebook to offer a simple solution to carry more than one writing instrument.

Made from genuine, full grain leather, and handcrafted with a luxurious soft finish,

Tough, industrial marine-grade thread and stitching all combine to provide you many years of elegant use.

MOQ - 100
Starting at $10.50
MSRP- $24.95
Set Up $75.00
Lead Time – 2 weeks
Rack Pack

- The perfect way to give the gift of wine
- Can be configured to hold 1, 3, 6 or 12 bottles of wine
- Made from pine with brass hinges

MOQ – 25
Starting at $13.10
MSRP $24.99
Set Up $60.00
Lead Time - 2 to 3 weeks
Hydaway

- A collapsible water bottle that fits in your back pocket. When collapsed, this bottle is just over an inch high with its unique accordion style
- Feature flip-up straw for quick sips and a carabiner-friendly carry handle
- Available in 21 ounce size
- Dishwasher safe

MOQ - 48
Starting at $14.00
MSRP $19.95
Set Up $0.00
Lead Time – 4 weeks
Blunt

- This umbrella design provides an unflappable aerodynamic structure for maximum control, even in the most demanding weather.
- Features two stage collapsible performance with the proprietary radial tensioning system
- Made with quick dry polyester
- Made for a lifetime

MOQ – 24 units
Starting at $39.00
MSRP - $59.00
Set Up - $80.00
Lead Time – 2 to 3 weeks
ChargeHub

- A universal USB charging station that eliminates the mess of excess cables, plugs, outlets and power strips
- Simultaneously charge 3, 5 or 7 devices at once
- Comes with or without cables
- Built in safety feature to assist in the protection of all connected devices

MOQ – 12
Starting at $18.00
MSRP - $29.99
Set Up $60.00
Lead Time – 1 week
WipeBook

- The dry erase notebook that never runs out of pages
- Sketch, draw and list your ideas - the hyper gloss film and pen limit smudging and encourage many, many drafts
- Cover made from faux leather and brass
- Includes 20 pages and pen
- Available in full and mini sizes

MOQ – 50
Starting at $22.00
MSRP-$39.99
Set Up $325.00
Lead Time – 3 to 4 weeks
Acoustic Sheep

- Headphones with two speakers built inside a stretchy, moisture-wicking headband
- Perfect for everyday use, running or even a more comfortable way to listen to music while you sleep.
- Listen to music via wired plug-in or via Bluetooth
- Made with soft, breathable, moisture-wicking fabric
- RoHS compliant, lead free electronics
- 10 to 13 hour battery life

MOQ – 50 units
Starting at $25.50
MSRP- $39.99
Set Up -$0.00
Lead Time - 2 to 3 weeks
Waka Waka

- Rugged yet ultra-efficient, this completely solar power bank provides up to 150 hours of bright LED light on a single charge
- Also charges phones, cameras, and other gear via USB

For every light purchased, WakaWaka donates another to places in the world that lack reliable electricity. Each unit comes with a unique Give Code so that every recipient of a light can direct where in the world their contribution will go.

MOQ – 48
Starting at $39.49
MSRP $64.99
Set Up $0.00
Lead Time – 6 to 8 weeks
Speaqua

- A floating Bluetooth speaker that can plunge six feet under water (for up to an hour) and still play music
- Built in memory stores up to 1,000 songs
- Shuffle mode
- Suction cup base attaches to any smooth surface
- Bluetooth enabled

MOQ – 100
Starting at $40.00
MSRP-$64.99
Set Up $100.00
Lead Time – 3 to 4 weeks
JunoPower

- Cell phone-sized ultra-powerful battery pack. Recharge your cell, jumpstart your car. You’ll always have power.
- Bright LED Flashlight with SOS functionality
- 6,000 mAh
- 12V of power at peak can jump most V4 and V6 engines

MOQ – 100
Starting at $55.00
MSRP - $100.00
Set Up – $100.00
Lead Time – 2 weeks
Nomad

• This battery & charging cable built into a Horween leather wallet keeps your phone charged on-the-go. No thicker than a traditional wallet, it holds cards, ID, and cash, too.

• Horween Leather is the same materials used to make NFL footballs

• 2400 mAh high density lithium ion rechargeable battery, micro-USB (in), Apple Lightening (out)

MOQ – 25
Starting at $67.50
MSRP - $$149.95
Set Up – $0.00
Lead Time – 2 weeks
As beautiful as it is functional, this ravioli rolling pin is handmade in the U.S. from sustainable hardwood.

Simply layer your own filling between two pasta sheets, then get rolling. Press firmly and voila—perfect, handmade ravioli you can sign your name to.

- Available in 7.5 and 17 inch lengths

MOQ – 12
Starting at $60.88
MSRP- $135.00
Set Up $25.00
Lead Time – 1 week
SwiftPoint GT

- SwiftPoint combines intuitive touch gestures with the precision and convenience of a mouse
- Winner of the 2015 Best of Innovation award at CES
- Swipe or flick using a natural finger and wrist action without having to reach for your screen or need a touch screen
- Includes mouse, full size fold up mat, palm-rest mat, magnetic attachment to store GT anywhere, spare nib, cloth and travel case

MOQ – 50
Starting at $99.00
MSRP $149.00
Set Up $100.00
Lead Time - 4 to 6 weeks